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The ideology of innovation is highly respected by Chinese criminal law scholars 
and practitioners. It inserts great influence or even determines on the establishment 
and development of some certain institutional arrangements. While Chinese criminal 
law system has fully accepted and implemented the principle of ‘Crime-Punishment 
Determined By Law’, this thesis argues that the ideology of bargaining should be 
adopted too in order to complement the principle of ‘Crime-Punishment Determined 
By Law’.Considering its origin and the process of development, Plea Bargaining 
embodies an ideology of ‘Bargaining’. This ideology accords with this multi- 
dimension society. Which perhaps is, and is also the fundamental reason for its being 
respected in America and even spreading to a good many countries.  
The thesis develops an analytical framework for the ideology of bargaining. In 
this thesis, the writer used the contractual idea as the analyzing frame. In the First and 
the Second Chapter, the author respectively he analyzed the characteristic of Plea 
Bargaining and Victim-Offender Mediation system, which are de facto a kind of 
Bargaining in Criminal law system. Chapter 3, by comparing their institutional 
models and value, explores an interaction between ’s respective criminal contractual 
characters. In the Third Chapter, he probed into mutual action relationship between 
Plea Bargaining and Victim-Offender Mediation. It concludes that neither Plea 
Bargaining regime nor Victim-Offender mediation regime can separately meet the 
demand of justice associated with system are both not the real justice a criminal 
system. Then it further argues that And he educed the use of  Plea Bargaining regime 
should be collaborated with that of ’s advantages with Victim-Offender Mediation 
regime because the advantage of one of them can be used to overcome the other’s  
disadvantages. And Plea Bargaining’s disadvantages with Victim-Offender 
Mediation’s advantages have Mutual-Complement relationship. The two kind of 
system have mutual cooperative law basis. Chapter 4 proposes to adopt the ideology 
of bargaining. That is to in the Fourth Chapter, he put up a thinking construction of 
Criminal-Contract Systemizing idea that is to systematic combine the use of two 














system through basing on Plea Bargaining regime system and absorbing the 
reasonable components of Victim-Offender Mediation regime system. In Chapter 5the 
fifth chapter, the writer discusses how the ed. the Plea Negotiation regime can be 
established in China on the basis of the ideology of bargaining system’s establishment 
in our country based on Criminal-Contractual idea. That is to implement the ideology 
into practices i.e. the transformation of Criminal-Contractual idea from thinking to 
reality.  
The thesis discusses how the ideology of bargaining can be implemented in 
Chinese criminal law system on basis of between Plea Bargaining and 
Victim-Offender Mediation. It aims to generate new insights for law reformers, 
particularly when the ideology of genuine procedural justice idea is not established 
while Later-Modern ideology of Bargaining is appearing.  
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